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A powerful tool for editing raster images, Photoshop has many other applications as well.
For example, Adobe has a Digital Publishing Suite (DPS) that includes an image-editing

program, page-layout software, and publishing tools for books, newspapers, and magazines.
These programs are available as part of Photoshop Creative Suite. Photoshop Elements
Originally an update to Photoshop for the retail market, Adobe Photoshop Elements is a

collection of tools and extras designed for non-photographers or casual users of the
computer. It lets you add text, shapes, special effects, and other digital creations to your

images. Figure 15-4 shows an example of an image in Elements. **Figure 15-4:**
Photographs taken using a Sony Cyber-Shot camera can be edited using Elements. Adobe

Photoshop Express Adobe Photoshop Express, shown in Figure 15-5, is an enhanced photo
management program that lets you take, edit, upload, and share high-quality images from
any compatible device — from a smartphone to a tablet. The program can import high-
resolution images from mobile devices, including phones, tablets, and Android and iOS
devices. **Figure 15-5:** Elements gives you access to all the creative features of the

Photoshop suite, plus many additional features. Photoshop Lightroom Photoshop
Lightroom is a powerful digital-imaging workflow solution designed to help photographers
manage their image assets. It is designed as a stand-alone desktop application as well as a

plug-in for other Adobe software applications. As shown in Figure 15-6, Lightroom allows
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you to work in a powerful image-editing environment, which includes basic image-editing
features and tools similar to those found in the full Photoshop software. **Figure 15-6:**
Elements lets you edit color, exposure, and contrast, as well as create special effects. For
starters, Lightroom has everything you need for simple image editing. You can use the

Develop module to adjust images in basic ways and to perform basic edits, such as
exposure, brightness, and contrast. More advanced features include using the Develop

module's tools, such as histogram-based selection tools, edge-detection tools, feature- and
texture-detection tools, and special-effects tools. If you like more in-depth editing tools,

you can open an image in a RAW editor in the Develop module. Lightroom also has image-
comparison
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The disadvantage is that Photoshop Elements is not as powerful as Photoshop. It is a good
alternative to Photoshop if you are working with pictures that are less than 1024 pixels

wide. I am going to teach you the most common and useful Photoshop Elements tools in
this Photoshop Elements tutorial. 1. Select The most important tool in Photoshop Elements

is the select tool. There are 4 tabs on the main menu bar: Modify Select Crop Arrange
Modify means you are working on the layers of an image. Crop means you are working on

a selection. Arrange means you are working on layers of objects. Select means you are
working on the colors in a picture. You will use it in this tutorial for selecting the brush

presets, colors, or any other color. If you work in a darkroom, you would load an image in
Photoshop Elements by clicking it and selecting "Open" on the main menu bar. You will

see the main menu with four tabs as shown above. Use the following steps to select colors
in an image: 1. Select "Color" from the main menu bar. 2. Click on the "Blend If..." button
to see the color palette as shown below: 3. Click on the box next to the color that you want

to use to select the color: It will appear in the image: It should look like this: Use the
following steps to select a color by clicking the color swatch on the color palette: 1. Click

the color that you want to use on the color palette: 2. Hold down the mouse button and
press the left mouse button until the color changes: It should look like this: 3. If you move
the mouse around, you will see the color fill in the image: Use the following steps to select

the blend if palette presets: 1. Select "Blend If..." on the main menu bar. 2. Click on the
"Blend If..." button to see the blend if palette as shown below: 3. Select the color from the
main color palette as usual. 4. Click on the color you want to use. 5. Click the box next to

the color that you want to use to select the blend if palette 05a79cecff
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Q: Parse json from textbox i have tried to set the textbox as wcf textbox. i'm using the
networkmanager and the wcf service. i need to get the incoming data and parse it to array.
please help me in this, how do i parse textbox to object array. json is in the textbox. this is
my code i tried and couldn't get a way. [System.ServiceModel.OperationContract]
[System.Web.Script.Services.ScriptService] public bool IsUserExists(string username) { //
Using the DataTable pattern we can avoid using data adapters. // Instead, we just provide a
concrete type for the data that // a client can consume and then we can use LINQ or SQL
to query // the data. var json = Convert.ToString(this.TextBox1.Text); JArray j =
JArray.Parse(json); var users = j["users"]; return (users.Any(u => u["_id"].ToString() ==
username)); } A: As I commented, the JSON response string is not valid because you have
a misplaced array. The response should be "users": [ { "_id": "abcdef012345", "username":
"TestUser1" }, { "_id": "abcdef0123456", "username": "TestUser2" } ] Thus a JSON
parser, such as the JSON.Net library, can validate the response and extract the JSON data
you're looking for. var users = JArray.Parse(json)
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# Tests for the performance schema # # Setup --source include/not_embedded.inc --source
include/not_valgrind.inc --source include/have_perfschema.inc
--source../include/check_performance_schema_accounts.inc CREATE USER
'user'@'localhost'; --disable_warnings DROP TABLE IF EXISTS t1; --enable_warnings
CREATE TABLE t1(c1 CHAR(10) CHARACTER SET cp1250 NOT NULL PRIMARY
KEY, c2 CHAR(10) CHARACTER SET cp1250); INSERT INTO t1
VALUES('abc','abc'); INSERT INTO t1 VALUES('efg','efg'); INSERT INTO t1
VALUES('hi','hi'); INSERT INTO t1 VALUES('jkl','jkl'); INSERT INTO t1
VALUES('mno','mno'); SELECT c1 FROM t1 ORDER BY c1; # [WAIT] for statistics
collections on used functions SELECT
performance_schema_accounts_threads_instrument_functions_count() INTO @a;
SELECT performance_schema_accounts_threads_instrument_functions_count() INTO
@b; SELECT @a; #... [PROFILING] # [DISABLE] Profiling
--source../include/disable_profiling.inc SELECT c1 FROM t1 ORDER BY c1;
--enable_profiling --source../include/enable_profiling.inc DROP TABLE t1;
--source../include/restart_mysqld.inc For those asking for examples of how fixed-income
investing can be used to prepare for retirement, here’s an example drawn from a 2006
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presentation that Ann Bodnar, now a senior vice president at T. Rowe Price, made at that
year’s Morningstar Fixed Income Conference. As with any financial plan, this is a
personalized one. It’s meant only to offer an example of where fixed-income investing can
pay off for you. Ann Bodnar, of T. Rowe Price, told attendees that it’s a strategy meant for
clients who have an average retirement savings account balance
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What is it about? Toast is a competitive party game that’s fun for all ages. The object of
the game is to be the first person to get three Toast Points by finishing as many rounds as
possible. In each round, one person starts the round by pressing a button and takes a slice
of toast. The other players then take a turn by picking up the toast slice and placing it on
their plate. Each slice in your plate represents one point. When you reach three slices on
your plate, you win the game and become the “
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